
Name: ____________________________________

Mummies in the Morning
Whole Book Questions

 Part 1:  Choose the best answer for each question.   

 1.  __________   Where do Jack and Annie live?

a.  Frog Hill, California b.  Frog Creek, Pennsylvania

c.  Hillview, Kentucky d.  Creekside, Florida

 
 
 2.  __________   When Jack and Annie landed in Egypt, what were they watching?

a.  a funeral b.  a birthday

c.  a wedding d.  a holiday

 3.  __________   In Chapter 4 what item did the mummy drop?

a.  a book b.  a scepter 

c.  a jug d.  The Book of the Dead

 4.  __________   Who was Hutepi?

a. a king b.  a cat

c. Queen of the Nile d.  a tomb robber

 5.  __________   What was The Book of the Dead written on? 

a.  the wall b. a book

c.  a boat d. a scroll

 6.  __________   Who or what led Jack and Annie out of the pyramid?

a.  Hutepi b.  M

c.  the black cat d. the gold scepter
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Name: ____________________________________

Mummies in the Morning
Whole Book Questions

 Part 2:  Match each word to the correct definition.  
   Write the letter on the correct line.

 

 7. _______   sarcophagus a. a large, triangular structure built by Egyptians

 8. _______   pyramid b. something that appears real but is not

 9. _______   mirage c. a system of writing that uses symbols that 
look like pictures

 10. _______   mummy d. an Egyptian coffin

 
 11. _______   hieroglyphics e. a body prepared for burial and wrapped in cloth

 Part 3:  Answer the questions below.

 12. Why did Hutepi need the Book of the Dead? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________
 
 13. Why didn't Hutepi have the Book of the Dead?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

 14. How did Annie become lost inside of the pyramid?

____________________________________________________________________________________

 
 15. At the end of the story, what appeared next to the pyramid?

____________________________________________________________________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Mummies in the Morning

Whole Book Questions

 Part 1:  Choose the best answer for each question.   

1.  b   Where do Jack and Annie live?

a.  Frog Hill, California b.  Frog Creek, Pennsylvania

c.  Hillview, Kentucky d.  Creekside, Florida

 
 2.  a When Jack and Annie landed in Egypt, what were they watching?

a.  a funeral b.  a birthday

c.  a wedding d.  a holiday

 3.  b  In Chapter 4 what item did the mummy drop?

a.  a book b.  a scepter 

c.  a jug d.  The Book of the Dead

 4.  c  Who was Hutepi?

a. a king b.  a cat

c. Queen of the Nile d.  a tomb robber

 5.  d  What was The Book of the Dead written on? 

a.  the wall b. a book

c.  a boat d. a scroll

 6.  c   Who or what led Jack and Annie out of the pyramid?

a.  Hutepi b.  M

c.  the black cat d. the gold scepter
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ANSWER KEY

Mummies in the Morning
Whole Book Questions

 Part 2:  Match each word to the correct definition.  
   Write the letter on the correct line.

 

 7. d   sarcophagus a. a large, triangular structure built by Egyptians

 8. a  pyramid b. something that appears real but is not

 9. b   mirage c. a system of writing that uses symbols that 
look like pictures

 10. e   mummy d. an Egyptian coffin

 
 11. c hieroglyphics e. a body prepared for burial and wrapped in cloth

 Part 3:  Answer the questions below.

 12. Why did Hutepi need the Book of the Dead? 

Hutepi needed the Book of the Dead so she could find her way to the Next Life.
 
 13. Why didn't Hutepi have the Book of the Dead?

Hutepi did not have the Book of the Dead because her brother hid it so tomb robbers 

would not find it and she could not see the clues he left for her.

 14. How did Annie become lost inside of the pyramid?

She became lost because she walked down a false passageway designed to confuse 

tomb robbers.

 
 15. At the end of the story, what appeared next to the pyramid?

A large boat appeared to be gliding on the sand next to the pyramid.
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